AP Computer Science
Interfaces

Slides adapted from UW’s Marty Stepp

Shapes
• Consider the task of writing classes to represent 2D
shapes such as Circle, Rectangle, and Triangle.
• Certain operations are common to all shapes:
– perimeter: distance around the outside of the shape
amount of 2D space occupied by the shape
– area:
– Every shape has these, but each computes them
differently.
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Shape area and perimeter
 Circle (as defined by radius r ):
area
=πr2
perimeter
=2πr

r

 Rectangle (as defined by width w and height h ):
area
=wh
perimeter
= 2w + 2h
h

w

 Triangle (as defined by side lengths a, b, and c)
area
= √(s (s - a) (s - b) (s - c))
a
where s = ½ (a + b + c)
perimeter
=a+b+c

b

c
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Common behavior
 Suppose we have 3 classes Circle, Rectangle,

Triangle.
 Each has the methods perimeter and area.

 We'd like our client code to be able to treat different

kinds of shapes in the same way:
 Write a method that prints any shape's area and

perimeter.
 Create an array to hold a mixture of the various shape
objects.
 Write a method that could return a rectangle, a circle, a
triangle, or any other kind of shape.
 Make a DrawingPanel display many shapes on screen.
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Interfaces
• interface: A list of methods that a class can promise to
implement.
 Interfaces give you an is-a relationship without code

sharing.


A Rectangle object can be treated as a Shape but has no
common code.

 Analogous to non-programming idea of roles or

certifications:




"I'm certified as a CPA accountant.
This assures you I know how to do taxes, audits, and
consulting."
"I'm 'certified' as a Shape, because I implement the Shape
interface.
This assures you I know how to compute my area and
perimeter."
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Interface syntax
public interface name {
public type name(type name, ..., type name);
public type name(type name, ..., type name);
...
public type name(type name, ..., type name);
}
Example:
public interface Vehicle {
public int getSpeed();
public void setDirection(int direction);
}
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Shape interface
// Describes features common to all shapes.
public interface Shape {
public double area();
public double perimeter();
}
 Saved as Shape.java

• abstract method: A header without an implementation.
 The actual bodies are not specified, because we want to

allow each class to implement the behavior in its own
way.
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Implementing an interface
public class name implements interface {
...
}

 A class can declare that it "implements" an interface.
 The class promises to contain each method in that
interface.
(Otherwise it will fail to compile.)
 Example:

public class Bicycle implements Vehicle {
...
}
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Interface requirements
public class Banana implements Shape {
// haha, no methods! pwned
}

 If we write a class that claims to be a Shape but

doesn't implement area and perimeter methods, it
will not compile.
Banana.java:1: Banana is not abstract and does
not override abstract method area() in Shape
public class Banana implements Shape {
^
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Benefits
 The same code can work with different types of

objects
public static void printInfo(Shape
System.out.println("The shape:
System.out.println("area : " +
System.out.println("perim: " +
System.out.println();
}
...
Circle circ = new Circle(12.0);
Triangle tri = new Triangle(5, 12,
printInfo(circ);
printInfo(tri);

s) {
" + s);
s.area());
s.perimeter());

13);
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Interfaces summary
 An interface defines a protocol of communication

between two objects.
 An interface declaration contains signatures, but no

implementations, for a set of methods, and might also
contain constant definitions.
 A class that implements an interface must implement

all the methods declared in the interface.
 An interface name can be used anywhere a type can

be used.
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List interface
When using Java's built-in collection classes:
 It is considered good practice to always declare

collection variables using the corresponding interface
type:
List<String> list = new ArrayList<String>();

 Methods that accept a collection as a parameter

should also declare the parameter using the ADT
interface type:
public void stutter(List<String> list) {
...
}
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Why a List interface?
 Why would we want more than one kind of list?
 Answer: Each implementation is more efficient at

certain tasks.
– ArrayList is faster for adding/removing at the end;
LinkedList is faster for adding/removing at the front/
middle.
Etc.
 You choose the optimal implementation for your task,

and if the rest of your code is written to use the
interfaces, it will work.
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Sorting lists
 Collections.sort(List<T> list)
 A static method in the Collections class
 Can sort any kind of list
 MUST pass in a variable of type List (not ArrayList)
 How does it know how to order elements?
 Element type must implement the Comparable interface
public interface Comparable {
public int compareTo(Object obj);
}
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compareTo
 Compares this with the parameter
 returns negative number if this is less than parameter
 returns zero if they are equal
 returns positive number if this is greater than

parameter
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Casting object types
 The parameter to compareTo is of type Object
 Can’t call type-specific methods on Object
 Need to type-cast to the desired type
public int compareTo(Object obj) {
Student s = (Student)obj;
...
}
 This will only work if obj truly is a Student
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